
PARTITION FUNCTIONS WHOSE LOGARITHMS
ARE SLOWLY OSCILLATING«

BY

S. PARAMESWARAN

I. Introduction

"Let A be a denumerable set of distinct positive numbers without finite

limit point. Then the elements of the set can be arranged in a sequence

Xi<X2<X3< • • • , where X* tends to infinity with k. Let 0 = j»oOi<>2< ■ • •

be the elements of the additive semi-group generated by A. Consider the

weighted partition function pivm) defined by the generating function

f(s) = ft (1 - e-**)-*™ = E p(vm)e->">,
t—1 ro—0

where p(k) is a function on the positive integers into the non-negative reals

such that the sum and product are both convergent for all positive s. (Actu-

ally convergence of either the sum or the product implies convergence of the

other.) Here

where the summation is taken over non-negative integers mk and is finite.

(The &th factor in the product is 1 for all k for which X*>pt, since then mk

must be zero.) When p(k) = 1 for all positive integers k, p(vt) is just the num-

ber of unrestricted partitions of i»¿ into parts taken from the set A." [12, p. 346]

1.1. Basic relation between n(u) and P(u). Letting n(u)= E**s« ^(h),

we have

00 00 f% 00 „—

log/W = E ^(*)-log (1 - e-'^Y1 = E *(*) s I-
/t=i *=i «7 \,    1 —

du

-\ E Mk) >du = s I     -niu)du.
x,   1 - e-"> lxiSu        ) Ju   1 - e-'u
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"du.

Now, letting P(u)= 22»a* P(?i)< we nave

OC 00 y»  OC

22 i('»)«""" = Z) PM-s I    <r'»dw
m=0 m=0 J vm

= s I    er«« < 22 P("m) \ du

e-s"/,(«)á«.

o

Thus we have the following basic relation between the functions n(u) and

P(u)

! /.oo g-su 1 /.CO

(1) exp<5 I      -n(u)du> =s I    P(u)e~
(Jo    1 - e-8" J J o

1.2. History and statement of the problem. E. E. Kohlbecker [12] has

proved that "an asymptotic relation of the form n(u)~uaL(u) as u—*4-°°,

where a is a positive constant and 7 is a slowly oscillating function in the sense

of Karamata [lO], is equivalent to an asymptotic relation of the form

log P(u)~ual<-a+1)Li(u) as it—»4- oo, where ¿i is a slowly oscillating function

related to L by a certain implicit formula which can be solved for Li in the

cases usually encountered." For an illuminating discussion of some of Kohl-

becker's results see de Bruijn [4]. Special cases of Kohlbecker's results had

been obtained earlier by Hardy and Ramanujan [9], Knopp [ll], Erdös [7],

and Brigham [2],

The object of this paper is to consider the case where a = 0. Here we show

that an asymptotic relation of the form n(u)~L(u) as it—»4- oo, where L(u)

is a slowly oscillating function, implies an asymptotic relation of the form

log 7J(it)~[M*(w)]_1 as u—>+ oo. Here M*(x) is a slowly oscillating function

related to M(x) = fx\(L(u) /u)du, and hence to L(x) ultimately, by means of

an implicit formula, which can be solved for M* in the cases usually met with ;

more specifically, M* is the conjugate slowly oscillating function to M in the

sense of N. G. de Bruijn [4]. We have been able to make the deduction in the

reverse direction only under further hypotheses on L(u).

The definitions of re(re) and P(u) in §1.1 show that these functions are

obviously nondecreasing and also that, if re(it)~L(it) as it—>4- °o for a slowly

oscillating function L(u), then at the very least lim inf„,+00 L(re)>0 and so

\imx^.+x fi\(L(u)/u)du= + <x. The deduction of the asymptotic formula for

logP(re) from that for re(re) uses, in addition to the basic relation (1), only

the fact that f%a(L(u)/u)du-*+ <x> with x and the monotonicity of P(u). In

arguing in the opposite direction we naturally need, besides the basic relation

(1), the monotonicity of re(it) and the fact that f£)(L(u)/u)du-^>+ oo with x,

but in addition our argument requires the further condition that there exist
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a differentiable function 7(x) such that 7(x) ~ £(x) as x —> + °° and

x(7'(x)/7(x)) is nonincreasing. This latter condition is satisfied automati-

cally by almost all familiar slowly oscillating functions.

More generally, we could forget the original interpretation in terms of

partitions and start merely with (1), where n(u) and P(u) are functions on the

non-negative real numbers such that fo(n(u)/u)du and f0RP(u)du exist in the

Lebesgue sense for every positive R. Then, if L(u) is a slowly oscillating

function, A7(x) = fl¡fLiu)/u)du—>>+ <*> with x, and A7* is as before, we obtain

the following:

(i) If «(m)'~£(m) as m—»+00 and P(u) is nondecreasing, then log £(m)

~ [M*(m) ]_1 as u—»+ oo.

(ii) If log P(u)^'[M*(u)]~1 as u—>+ oo and if n(u) is nondecreasing, then

w(m)~£(m) as m—»+00, provided £(x)~/(x) as x—->+oo, where 7(x) is

differentiable and x(7'(x)//(x)) is nonincreasing.

Most of our results will be stated and proved for functions n(u) and P(u)

satisfying the foregoing conditions and we shall specialize to the case of par-

titions only at the end of the paper. For this case the conditions of integrabil-

ity are immediate.

To prove (i) we go from the assumption on n(u) to a resulting property

of the generating function fis) by an Abelian argument (Theorem 1) and then

from this property oí fis) to the assertion about P(u) by a Tauberian argu-

ment (Theorem 3). To prove (ii) we go from the assumption on £(w) to a

resulting property of fis) by an Abelian argument (Theorem 4) and then

from this property of fis) to the assertion about n(u) by a Tauberian argu-

ment (Theorem 2).

II. Slowly Oscillating Functions

Here we assemble some definitions, results, etc. from [4], which we require

for the ensuing sections.

2.1. Definition and properties of slowly oscillating functions. A positive-

valued function £(x) defined for x^a, where a is some positive number(2), is

called slowly oscillating if it is measurable and if for every c>0 we have

Licx)
-» 1    as   x —» + oo.
L(x)

This notion, with restriction to continuous functions, is due to Karamata

[lO]. For the general case of measurable functions see [6; 13]. The most

important properties of slowly oscillating functions are as follows.

(i) If 0 <b <d < + oo , then the relation (£(cx)/£(x))-»l as x-»+ oo holds

uniformly with respect to c for b^c^d [6; 10; 13].

(2) Throughout we assume a to be some positive number.
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(n) There exists a continuous function 5(x) such that ô(x) has limit zero

and

L(x) ■ exp < —  I    b(u)-u 1du >

has a finite positive limit as x—>+ oo. If L(x) is in addition nondecreasing then

there exists a continuous non-negative function b(x) with these properties.

In fact the assertions of (ii) follow from (i) upon taking

S(x) = 6{log/(ae"+1) - log/(aen)} < log-n> <n+ 1 - log—>

for aen-=x-^aen+1, where re = 0, 1, 2, • • •   (cf. [4, §4]).

Moreover, if a positive-valued measurable function L(x) on [a, oo) has

the property that there exists a continuous function S(x) such that b(x) has

limit zero and

L(x)-exp< —  I   ô(u)-u 1du>

has a finite positive limit as x—*+ oo, then L(x) is automatically slowly oscil-

lating.

2.2. Two lemmas concerning slowly oscillating functions.

Lemma 1. // M(x) =fxaL(t) -t~ldt, where L(x) is a slowly oscillating function

defined for x^a, then

M(cx)
(i) -► 1 as x —» 4- oo, for any fixed c > 0,

M(x)

M(x)
(ii) ->4-°°  as x—> 4- oo.

L(x)

Proof. Assertion (i) is trivial if M(x) has a finite limit as x-*+». If

Af(x) —>4- oo as x—*+ oo, we have by l'Hospital's rule

r l(c
J ale

-    -        Hill -        Hill /      -

M(x)      I-.+ »    rx X-.+ »    x    I     x

_(cí)-r1áí
M(CX) J aje _ L(CX)     I L(x)

lim-7— =   lim  -• =   lim  - /-= 1.
♦+»    cx »-.+ »     x    I

1   KD-r'dt

Thus (i) is proved.

Given any positive number A, however large, we can find a positive num-

ber k such that (1/2) log k>A. Now by (i) of §2.1 (with b = l/k and d=l),
we have for sufficiently large x,
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Mix) =  f Lit)-r1dt> f   Lit)-r1dt> — L(x)-  f   t~ldt
da J x/k 2 J x/k

1
= — log *•£(*) > A-L(x).

Therefore M(x)/£(x)>^4 for sufficiently large x. Since A is arbitrary,

Mix)

lixj

so that (ii) is proved.

Lemma 2. // £(x) is a slowly oscillating function defined for x^a, e is an

arbitrary positive number, u is sufficiently large, and x^u, then

xL(x)
—— > 1 - €.
uL(u)

Proof. By property (ii) of slowly oscillating functions there is a continuous

function 5(x) such that 5(x) has limit zero and a positive number K such that

lim   7(x)-exp<—  I   3(m)m_1î7w>  = K.

Thus for u sufficiently large and xjäw, we have S(x) > — 1 and

£(1 - (e/2)) < ¿(x)-exp j-   f  á(/)r'á/|  < £(1 + (e/2)).

Then for *è«, we have

x(l - (*/2)) exp j J   B(t)rldt}

uL(u)
«(1 + (e/2)) exp | f «(Or1*)-

> (1 - e) exp | f  (1 + aWir^/i  > 1 - e.

2.3. Pairs of conjugate slowly oscillating functions. The following result

and nomenclature are due to N. G. de Bruijn [4].

If Mix) is slowly oscillating, then there exists a slowly oscillating function

M* such that

M*(xMix))-Mix) —» 1 as x—>+ oo,

lf(xM*(x))-Jl7*(x) —» 1 as x—» + oo.
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Moreover, M* is asymptotically uniquely determined. Further, the relation

M-+M* is involutory in the sense that M and (M*)* are asymptotically

equivalent. The function M* will be called the conjugate of M.

The proof of the preceding result can be found in de Bruijn's paper [4].

We shall need the following more specific result. The proof that follows is

essentially due to de Bruijn [4].

Lemma 3. If M(x) is a nondecreasing slowly oscillating function, then there

exists a nonincreasing slowly oscillating function M*(x) such that (2) holds.

Proof. By (ii) of §2.1 we can find a continuous non-negative function r](x)

defined for x}Za such that tj(x) has limit zero and

M(x)-exp<-  Í   i](t)-l-{dA

has a finite positive limit C as x—>+ oo. Put

/» e»

/(re) = u +  I     rj(i)-r1dt for re è log a.
"a

Then /'(it) = l+i)(eu) ~=1 for all u and/'(it)—>1 as u—»4-oo. It follows from

the inverse function theorem that there is a unique function g(v) defined for

fl^log a such that

g(f(u)) = u for u ^ log a,

f(g(v)) = v ior v = l°g a>

g has a continuous derivative g',

0 < g'(v) g 1 for v ^ log a,

and

g'(v) —» 1 as v —> + °o.

Put g'(v) = l+n*(ev) for v^loga. Then r¡*(x) is a nonpositive valued, con-

tinuous function defined for ï^a such that r]*(x)—»0 as x—»4- oo. Then it is

easily verified that if we put

M*(x) = — exp j f ^(O-r1*! ,

then Af* is a slowly oscillating function with the desired properties.

Finally we make some remarks on conjugate slowly oscillating functions,

which will give an insight into the nature of M* when M is a slowly oscillat-

ing function of a familiar type, e.g., see Corollaries I* and I** in §IV. Ac-

cording to de Bruijn, these remarks are essentially due to A. Békéssy [l,

Hilfssatz 2]. Let M(x) be slowly oscillating. Put Mi(x) = M(x),
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Miix) = JfY-^-Y  Mt(x) = Mi(-^-\ ■■■, Mn+iix) = Mi(-Ï— V
\Mi(x)/ \Miix)/ \Mnix)/

It is easy to show that each Mn is slowly oscillating. If, for some n, we have

M„+i(x)~M„(x) as x—»+0O, then M*(x)~{ M„(x) }_1 as x-»+oo. For,

M„+i(x)~7W„(x) as x—»+ oo implies that

M(-rr7r)-777-7 = il7„+i(x)-{MB(x)}-'-» 1 as x-» + oo,
\Mn(x) /     M nix)

and now the fact that Af*(x)<~{i/„(x) }_1asx—»+ 00 follows from the asymp-

totic uniqueness of Af*(x), by de Bruijn's result quoted above.

III. Some Auxiliary Theorems

In the introduction we stated that the deduction of the asymptotic for-

mula for log P(u) from that for n(u) and vice versa are achieved not by a direct

method but by the introduction of the generating function fis) as a stepping

stone. Here we establish the connection between n(u) and log/(s) first and

then proceed to get the connection between log/(s) and log£(w).

3.1. The connection between n(u) and log/(s).

Theorem I. If fçiniu)/u)du exists in the Lebesgue sense for every £>0, and

fis) = exp<s I      -n(u)du\
(Jo    1 - <r*u 7

for all positive s, then the relation

n(u) ~ L(u) as u —» + 00

implies the relation

,  Us Liu)

log fis) ~ I        -du as s —> 0,
u/.

provided that L(x) is a slowly oscillating function defined for x^a such that

Liu)

f" a

du—» + 00  asx—»+00.

Remark. We prove the theorem in two stages in order to emphasize the

hypotheses used in each section of the argument and to keep the analogy

with the Tauberian counterpart of the theorem closer.

Theorem I A. If fR(niu)/u)du exists in the Lebesgue sense for every R>0,

then the relation

n(u) ~ L(u) as u —> + 00

implies the relation
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/'* n(u)            Çx L(u)
-tí« -—' I     -du as x—*+ oo,

o      re             Ja      u

provided that L(u) is a slowly oscillating function defined for x~=a such that

fl(L(u)/u)du-j>+ oo as x—* oo.

Proof. Immediate by l'Hospital's rule. Next, we proceed to the second

stage.

Theorem IB. If fo(n(u)/u)du exists in the Lebesgue sense for every R>0,

and
t       /.» e-,n 1

f(s) = exp<s I      -n(u)du>
{ J o    1 - <r™ )

/'x n(u)
-du ~ M (x) as x —» 4- oo

o      u

for all positive s, then the relation

n(u)

o

implies the relation

log f(s) ~ M(l/s) as s -+ 4- 0,

where M(x) is a slowly oscillating function defined for x^a.

Proof. For brevity we write

-/
I(u) =   Í    n(t)-t-Ht    and

J o
E(t)

e'- 1

Then we have

/n(u) E(su)-du
o                u

/►CO /»  00E'(su)I(u)du=        E'(x)I(xs-1)dx
0 J 0

since E(0+) = — 1, 1(0) =0, and E(t) is exponentially small for large t.

According to [5, Lemma l], we have

/(xs-1)
-   < C(e)(oC + x-')

and by the Arzela-Lebesgue theorem, we find that

I(xs~1) C °°
= 1,/■ °°        i(xs~~ ) r °°E'(x) —-dx-* I    E'(x)dx

o              Ks~x) J oKs-1)

whence
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log/(i) ~ /(i-1) as i -» 4- 0.

Further

l(x) ~ M (x) as x —» 4- oo.

Hence the theorem.

Proof of Theorem I. If in Theorem IB we take Af(x) =fl(L(u)/u)du, where

L(u) is as in Theorem I, then Theorem I is immediate from Theorems IA

and IB.

The Tauberian counterpart of Theorem I is the following.

Theorem II. If f^(n(u)/u)du exists in the Lebesgue sense for every positive

R,

i     r °°     e~"u )
f(s) = exp < 5 I      -n(u)du >

(Jo    1 - e~su )

for all positive s, and n(u) is nondecreasing, then the relation

r 1/s L(u)
log f(s) ~ I        -du as s —> 0

Ja u

implies the relation

n(u) ~ L(u) as re —» + oo,

provided L(x) is a slowly oscillating function defined for x^a such that

I  Cx   Ku)      )
L(x) <~ K exp <   I      - du>   as x —> + oo;

\J a U )

where S is a nonincreasing function and K is a positive real number.

We give the proof in two stages.

Theorem IIA. If ffn(u)u~1du exists in the Lebesgue sense for every positive

R,

f(s)
/ /.  oo g-,u \

exp < í I      -n(u)du >
Fl   Jo     1 -e->» )

for all positive s, and n(u) is nondecr easing, then the relation

log f(s) ~ 3fl — j as s —* 0,

implies the relation

n(u)

Ï. du ~ M(x) as x —-> 4- °o.
o      re
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provided that Mix) is a nondecreasing slowly oscillating function defined for

x^a.

The assumption that Af(x) is nondecreasing is not really needed, but in-

volves no loss of generality, since M(l/s)~log/(s) and fis) is monotonie, in

view of the monotonicity of n(u).

Proof. Define N(u)= Em-i il/m)n(u/m). This exists, since

«i    / u\     r i    / u\        ru nit)
E — n[ — ) ^ —n[ — )dx=\     —dt,
m=i m     \m/      J i     x     \x J Jo      t

the non-negativity of n(u) being implied by the hypothesis. Clearly N(u) is

a non-negative, nondecreasing function of u. Now

/' °°     e~"u-n(u)du
o    1 - er">

= 22 s \    e-'"U3niu)du
ro=l       J 0

*   r°°     !   (u\
= ¿j        «-*" — M I — ) 7«

m=i   •/ o m    \m>

= s J    e-auN(u)du.
J o

To this last expression we apply a Tauberian theorem of Karamata  [8,

Theorem 108] and obtain

(3) N(u) ~ M(u) as m —» + oo.

Next we put I(u) = f"nit) ■ t~1dt. Then, since niu) is nondecreasing,

»    /•»/«•    »(/) «     / u\        m+1       "    1     /jA
/(«) = E -*á X>(—) log-ú E —»(—) = Niu).

m-l*7 «/(m+l)      / m=l       \W W m_l    OT        \W

On the other hand, since n(u) is nondecreasing,

»(/) f eu nit) "    /• «/(»-i) w(/)/••"»(«          reunit) »   runm-l) nit)

lieu) =   I       ■-¿/ =   I       -¿/ + E I
«7 0 ¿ «7 u ¿ m=i" ulm t

/'eu dl       ™     / u\            m
-r- 2^ w I — I log-

h      I      m=i    \m/        m — 1

^ »(«) + E — »(—) = Niu).
„=2  W        \ Wm=2

Combining the two inequalities, we get
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N(u) è /(m) ^ A^(—\.

Since M(u) is slowly oscillating, we have by (3)

N(u) ~ M(re) ~ MÍ— J <~ AM — ) as u —» 4- oo

and so

/(it) ~ M(it) as u —> 4- oc .

Next we turn to the second stage.

Theorem I IB. If f0Hn(u)u~1du exists in the Lebesgue sense for every positive

R, and n(u) is nondecreasing, then the relation

/'x n(u)             f L(u)
-du ~ I     -du as x■ —> 4- oo ,

0            It                          J a            U

implies the relation

n(u) ~ L(u) as re —> 4- oo,

provided L(x) is a slowly oscillating function defined for x^a and subject to

the further condition that

L(x) ~ K exp<   i    8(ü)u~ldu> ,

where S(x) is a nonincreasing function and K is a positive real number.

Proof. Put

J KD-t-Ht = y,       J(x) = P(y),       n(x) = f(y),

whence dp/dy = b(x). Then the theorem becomes:

If$'(y) decreases to 0, iff increases, then

r " /(*)
I     -ds ~ y   implies   f(y) ~ ^(y)    as   y —» <».

J o    lK*)

The proof can be imitated from the well-known case where ^(5) = 1 identi-

cally.

The condition that p'(y) decreases to 0 can be replaced by a weaker one,

viz. that yp'(y)/'P(y) is bounded. This means that in the original version of

Theorem IIB the condition that S(x) is nonincreasing can be replaced by
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Six) f  Jit)-rldt = 0(J(x)).

Theorem II follows from Theorems IIA and I IB.

3.2. The connection between log/(s) and log P(u).

Theorem III. Suppose that (i) f^P(u)du exists in the Lebesgue sense for

every positive R, (ii) fis) =sfôPiu)e~sudufor all positive s, (iii) (M(x), M*(x))

form a pair of conjugate slowly oscillating functions, each defined for x^a, say,

(iv) A7(x) is nondecreasing, and (v) £(x) is nondecreasing. Then the relation

log fis) ~ M ( — ) as s —» 0,

implies the relation

log P(u) ~ [M*(m)]_1 as u—> + oo.

The assumption (iv) is not really needed, but involves no loss of general-

ity, since Af(l/s)'~log/(s) and/(s) is monotonie, in view of the monotonicity

of £(x).

Proof. The theorem is immediate if M(x) has a finite limit as x—>+oo.

Thus we shall assume throughout the rest of the proof that J17(x)—»+oo as

X—> + 00 .

Since adding a positive constant to P(u) merely adds a constant to/(s),

we may assume £(«)=0 for all positive u. Then for w>0, s>0, we have,

since £ is nondecreasing,

r* oo

P(u)e-'u = s \    P(u)e-'xdx
J u

/I  00

Pix)e~'xdx.
u

Further, since £(x) ^0 for x>0, we have

/i  00

Pix)e-'xdx = fis).
o

Then, for a given positive e(<l/25, say), by hypothesis on fis), we have for

all positive u and sufficiently small s,

P(u) < exp j (1 + ¿)m(—J + su\

For fixed e, we may take l/s = uAI*iu)/e, provided u is sufficiently large.

Then, for sufficiently large u,
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(                 /uM*(u)\       , ,    ï
P(u) <expl (1 + t)Ml-— J + «[M*^)]"1 >

< exp{(l 4- (YM(uM*(u)) + «[M*^)]"1},

since, for sufficiently large u

/uM*(u)\
MÍ-) < (14- t)M(uM*(u)).

Again, since

M(uM*(u))-M*(u) —» 1 as it —> 4- °°,

we have, for sufficiently large u

M(uM*(u)) <(! + t)[M*(u)]-\

Then the above result reduces to

P(u) < expj(l 4- e)3[M*(re)]-' + e[M*(u)]~1}

for sufficiently large it. Since e < 1/25, we get

(4) P(u) < exp{(l + Se^M*^)]"1},

for sufficiently large it.

Now we proceed to get a lower estimate for P(it) for large u. For this we

consider,

/     1     \ 1      / ç*     ç2"      r x\ j x     \

\uM*(u))~ uM*(u)\Jo       Ju        hu) eXPt ~ uM*(u) )

= Ji(u) + J2(u) + /,(«).

First of all, using (4), we get, for sufficiently large u,

/,(«) <- f    exp |(1 4- 5e)[M*(x)]~1-láx
uM*(u)Ji,l      M uM*(u)f

i      c°       (       x     r       (l 4-5e)«M*(it)-|)
=- I     exp <-1->dx.

uM*(u)J2u \    «M*(it)L xM*(x)       _|j

Now, by Lemma 2, we have, for x^2it, and it sufficiently large,

xM*(x) st (1 - e)2itM*(2it) ^ (1 - e)2 2uM*(u)

and so

ííM*(m) 1 5
-g-< —
xJf*(x)      2(1 - í)2      8
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Therefore, for x^2u and u sufficiently large,

(1 + St)uM*iu) (1 + 5e)5       1

xM*ix) 8 4

Hence, for sufficiently large u,

1       r°°       ( x      )
Jiiu) <- I     exp<->dx g 4.

uM*iu)Ji„        \     \uM*iu))

Next, for sufficiently large u, we have

Jiiu) g- f    exp{(l + 5e)[M*ix)]~1-\dx
uM*(u)J* X uM*iu)f

uM
-exp{(l + 5e)(l + e)[M*(u)]-l\ ■  f    exp(-— W
*iu)     F l J    '   Ju       F\     uM*iu)J

since [il7*(x)]_1<(l+e) [M*(m)]_1 for m^x = 2m, provided u is sufficiently

large. Hence, for sufficiently large u,

Jiiu) g exp{(l + 7e)[M*(w)]"1 - [M*(m)]-'}

^ exp {7e[M*(«)]-1|.

Thus, for sufficiently large u we have

/*(«) + Jziu) á exp {7e[M*(«)]-1} + 4

< exp{8e[M*(«)]-'}.

Now, since P is non-negative and nondecreasing,

P(u) = s \    Piu)e-X,dx
Jo

^ s I    Pix)e~x'dx
J o

for any positive 5. In particular,

/>(«) ^ /i(«) = f(-77777) - Mu) - Jt(u).
\ uM*iu) /

By hypothesis on/(s), we have, for sufficiently large u,

/(-^—T) > exp{(l - e)M(uM*(u))\.

Since
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M(uM*(u))-M*(u) -> 1  as u -> + oo ,

we have

(6) f(—¿—)>ex?{(l-2i)[M*(u)}-1}
\ uM*(u) /

for sufficiently large u. Using (5) and (6), we get

\ uM*(u) /

> exp{(l - 2e)[J17*(it)]-1} - exp{8e[M*(«)]-1}

for sufficiently large it. Hence, for sufficiently large it,

(7) P(u) > exp{ (1 - 3e)[M^u)]'1}.

Combining (4) and (7), we get

log P(«) r**> [M*(m)]_1 as «—> 4- °°,

which proves Theorem III.

The following is the Abelian counterpart of Theorem III.

Theorem IV. Suppose that (i) f$P(u)du exists in the Lebesgue sense for

every positive R, (ii) f(s) =sfaxP(u)e~"' du for all positive s, (iii) (M(x), M*(x))

form a pair of conjugate slowly oscillating functions, each defined for xjäa, say,

(iv) M(x) is nondecreasing. Then the relation

log P(u) ~ [M*(re)]_1 as «—»4- 0°,

implies the relation

log f(s) ~MI — J as s —» 0.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem III we may assume that M(x)—*+ oo as

x—>4- oo. By Lemma 3 we may assume M*(x) to be nonincreasing. We may

also assume P(x)^0 for x>0(8). Let e be a given positive number (<l/25,

say). Then, by hypothesis, we have

P(x) ^ exp{(l - ¿¡[M*^)]-1}

for sufficiently large x. Hence, if it is sufficiently large,

(') It easily follows from the assumptions of the theorem that P(it)—» » as «—» «>, whence

f(s)—» » as i—>0. Since adding a positive constant to P(u) merely adds a constant to f(s), we

may assume P(u)>0 for all positive «.
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/> u/e
Pix)e~sxdx

u

/« u/<
exp{(l - e)[M*(x)]-1 - sx\dx

u

/. ti/e
exp(—xs)dx,

u

since M*iu) ^ M*(x) for x^zí. Hence, for sufficiently large u,

fis) ^ exp{(l - OtM^«)]-1 - MJ}{1 - exp[-(l/t - 1)*«]}.

Now, for a yixed e, we may take

provided s is sufficiently small. Since il7(x)—»+oo with x and tts = eAf(l/s),

we note that us—>+ oo as s—»0. Hence, for sufficiently small s,

/W a e,P((l - 2.) [k.{, i *(!)}]"'-.«(!))

ïe*p((l-2t>(1 -.)[«.{! «(I)}]" -.«(!)),

since (il7*(x)/il7*(ex))>l —e for sufficiently large x, by the definition of a

slowly oscillating function. From the fact that

M* j— M (—)\ ■ M Í — j -»1 asi^O

we get, for sufficiently small 5,

[jr-jl *(!)}]"> (i-«)«(i).

Hence

/(i) ^ exp j(l - 2t) (1 - í)2^(-) - ^(7)}

for sufficiently small 5. Since e < 1/25, we get, for sufficiently small s,

(8) /(í)^expj(l-5É)Jf(-)j.
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Next we proceed to obtain the estimate from above. Here again, we split

f(s) into three parts,

a i (llt)M <1/«) /. (2/.)JI/(l/>) /.oo v.
4-1 4-1 )P(x)e-"dx

0 •/  (1/«).V(1/») «^ (2/s)JlI(l/«)/

= /i(i) + /2(i) 4- /»(*).

By hypothesis on P(u), for sufficiently small s, we have

/(2/«)*f(l/«)
P(x)e~x'dx

(l/«)Jl/(l/s)

(2/»)M(l/s)
/(J|l)»U/i)

exp{(l 4- e)[M*(.ï)j-1 - xí}¿x
U/j)Jf(l/t)

g jexp((l + í)2| M*i—Af( — )}1    ) f exp(-x¿)¿x,
\ L U        \ S / )  J     / J (i/,)Af(i/,)

since     [M*(x)]-! g (1 + e)[M*{(l/5)lf(l/s)} ]_1     for     (l/s)M(l/<r) g x

g(2/s)M(l/s), if s is sufficiently small. Hence for sufficiently small s,

ms exp (o+Hr ItKt)} I'-Kt))

s«p{a + fc>"(7)-*(7)},

since    [4/*J(l/5)M((lA))}]-1<(l+6)M((lA))   for   sufficiently   small   s.
Hence, for sufficiently small s,

/,(*) < exp|(5e)M^—)|.

Next, by hypothesis on P(u), for sufficiently small s, we have

J»(s) g s f exp{(l 4- t)[M*(x)]~1 - xs)dx
J (2/s)M(l/s)

c r    í     * +e n
= î I exp   — xs < 1->    dx.

J (2/.)3f (1/.) L (. .TsM*(x) J  J

Now, by Lemma 2, for xè (2/s)M(l/s) and s sufficiently small, we have
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xM*ix) > (1 - «) (— j M(—) M* j— M(—\\

2
> - (1 - e)3

5

by the definition of M*. Hence, in the preceding integral

8
xsM*ix) > 2(1 - e)3 > —,

for sufficiently small s, since €< 1/25 ; and so for x^(2/5)M(l/s)

xsM*(x) 8 4

for sufficiently small 5. Hence, for sufficiently small s,

/"*                   (    xs\expl-\dx
(2/s)Af (1/«)              \        4 /

< 4.

Thus, for sufficiently small s,

(9)

Now

Ji(s) + Jzis) < exp J5eM(—\\ + 4

< exp-jóíM ( — ji .

(l/«)M(l/«>
/i (l/U«U/i)

Pix)e~x'dx
o

/, <o ç (l/«)Af (1/.)
£(x)e-I«¿x + s I £(x)ér"¿x,

where ío is chosen such that

P(u) < exp{(l + t)[M*(u)]~1} for u à to.

Then, if s is small enough so that (1/5)21/(1/5) ><0, we have
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P(x)e~x'dx + s I exp{ (1 -f- e)[M*(x)]~1 - xs)dx
0 J H

g K+exp((l 4-e)|M*|— m(— jl |   \s f   e-"dx,

where K is the maximum value of P(x) on the interval [O, to], since

M*\(l/s)M(l/s)}úM*(x) for í0gxg(l/s)M(l/s), by the monotonicity of

M*. Hence for sufficiently small 5,

/,(*) S K + exp((l + «) [«'{(7) « (-)} ]   )

Seip((l + 2,)[M.{(l)«(i)}]-').

1 as í —r 0,

Since

„•{L„(L)}.m(L).

for sufficiently small s. Hence

(10) Ji(s) g exp |(1 + 4e)M (—)1

for sufficiently small s. Combining (9) and (10), we have

f(s) = Ji(s) + Ji(s) + Ms)

g exp|(l 4- 4«)m( —ji + expióeMÍ —H

for sufficiently small 5. Hence, for sufficiently small s,

(11) f(s) gexpj(l + 5e)Af(-)j.

From (8) and (11) it follows that

l°g f(s) ~ MÍ — J as s —> 0,

which is the conclusion of Theorem IV.
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IV. The Main Theorem and Its Consequences

4.1. The Main Theorem itself.

Main Theorem. Suppose that

(i) n(u) and P(u) are functions on the non-negative reals and that fon(u)

■u~Jdu and f^P(u)du exist in the Lebesgue sense for every positive R,

(ii) exp{sfôe~*u/il— e~su) n(u)du] = sfôPiu)e~~sudu for all positive s,

(iii) A7(x) is defined by Mix) =flL(u) ■u~1du, where L(u) is a slowly oscil-

lating function defined for u^a,

(iv)  (M (x), M*ix))form a pair of conjugate slowly oscillating functions, and

(v) A7(x)—»+oo as x—>+oo.

(A) 7/w(w)~£(k) as u—>+ =o and P(u) is nondecreasing, then log P(u)

^[M*(m)]-1 as M—>+cc.

(B) Suppose L has the property that

Z,(«)~Cexpj f sit)-rldt\,

where 5(m) is nonincreasing, i.e., suppose £(w)~/(w) as u—»+ =o, where J(u)

is differentiable and m(7'(m)//(m)) is nonincr easing. Then if

log P(u) ~ [37*(m)]_1 as u —» + oo,

and n(u) is nondecr easing, it follows that

n(u) ~ L(u) as u —> + oo .

Proof. Lemma 1 guarantees that Mix) (cf. (iii)) is itself slowly oscillating.

The existence and asymptotic uniqueness of Af*(x) for a given M is guaran-

teed by de Bruijn's result mentioned in §2.3. Further the monotonicity of

Mix) follows from the fact that £(x) is positive for x^a.

Now, (A) follows from Theorems I and III and (B) follows from Theo-

rems IV and II.

Remark. The supplementary condition in (B) is needed only in going

from Iiu)=f0'nit)t~1dt to n(u), that is, in proving Theorem IIB. If we con-

sider merely the relation between I(u) and £(«), we have the following more

symmetrical result.

Weaker form of the main theorem. Suppose that hypotheses (i), (ii),

and (iv) of the Main Theorem hold and that M(x) is nondecr easing.

(A') // flnit)t~1dt'^'Miu) as m—>+oo and P(u) is nondecr easing, then

log P(tt)~[Af*(tt)]-1 as u—>+oo.

(B') // log Piu)~\M*iu)]-1 as w—>+ oo and n(u) is nondecr easing, then

f0unit)t~1dt~Miu) as w—>+ oo.
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Proof. (A') follows from Theorems IB and III, while (B') follows from

Theorems IV and 11 A.

4.2. Consequences of the main theorem in partition problems.

In the case of partitions the functions n(u) and P(u) are automatically

nondecreasing and trivially satisfy the required conditions of integrability.

Thus we have the following.

Corollary I. Suppose n(u) and £(w) are defined from a set A of positive

real numbers and a non-negative-valued function Pik) on the positive integers as

mentioned in the introduction. Suppose L(u), A7(«), M*(u) are as in the Main

Theorem.

(i) // w(m)~£(m) as u—»+ oo, then log £(w)~[A/*(w)]_1 as u—»+ oo.

(ii) // L has the property that

Liu) ~ C exp {/>r""}

where b(u) is nonincr easing, i.e., if £(m)~/(w) as m—>+oo, where J(u) is

differentiable and uiJ'(u)/ J(u)) is nonincr easing, then

log P(u) ~ [M*(m)]_1    as    u —» + oo

implies

»(«) ~ Liu) as u —» + oo.

It should be pointed out that the condition on L required in (ii) is auto-

matically satisfied by many of the familiar slowly oscillating functions, e.g., if

(a) Liu) = £(log w)al(log2 m)« • • • (log* u)ak

with the first nonvanishing a positive, or

(b) Liu) = Ki exp{£2(log tt)3l(log2 w)"2 • • • (logm u)a'"\

with 0<ßi<l. Here log* u denotes the &th iterated logarithm.

4.3. We shall consider the two types of functions mentioned above, in

some detail.

(a)  It is easy to see that for

Liu) = £(log tt)ai(log2 u)"* ■ ■ ■ (log*: u)ak

with the first nonvanishing a positive, we have

f" Lit)
Miu) = I     -dt

£
•~-(log w)ai+1(log2 «)°! • • • (logfc u)ak as u—» oo.

ai + 1
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(Applying l'Hospital's rule to the fraction formed with f%(L(t)/t)dt as numer-

ator and the expression on the right as denominator, we get the result.)

It is easy to verify that

(—) —\M(u)J  M(t
Ml-)-* 1 as «—■> + oo.

\M(u)/  M(u)

Hence,

M*(u) ~ {Af(re)}-1 as re —» 4- °°.

This is an example of the case where re = 1 in Békéssy's remark mentioned in

§2.3. In this special case, Corollary I reduces to the following form.

Corollary I*. Suppose n(u) and P(u) are defined from a set of positive

real numbers and a non-negative-valued function \p(k) on the positive integers

as mentioned in the introduction. Suppose

L(u) = K(log «)ai(log2 re)a2 • • • (log* u)a",

where the first nonvanishing a is positive and log* u denotes the kth iterated

logarithm, and

ru L(t)
M(u) =  I     —— dl

Ja I

K
(log it)ai+1(log2 u)"1 • • ■ (log* it)"* as u—>+ w.

ai+ 1

Then

n(u) ~ L(u) as u —* + »,

if and only if

log P(u) ~ M(u) as u—r+ oo.

It is easily seen (from Corollary I) that the result of Corollary I* is still

valid in the case where all the as are zero, i.e., when L(it) =K.

As an application of Corollary I* we can take A= {1, r, r2, • • ■ }, r> 1.

Here

[log u

Then we get

(log re)2
log P(re) ~- as « —* 4- oo,

2.log r
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For more precise results in this particular case see [3; 7; 14; 15].

(b) Let us turn to the second example. If

L(u) = Kiexp {Ki(loguyi(logiuy* ■ ■ • (logm «)"»}

with 0<p\<l, then

M(u) =  I-dl

/*>^ ■
1 (log U) IH».

L(u)-as re—>-f- oo
Kißi (log2 «)"» • • • (logm it)"»

by l'Hospital's rule. Further if (l-l)/lußi<l/(l+l), then it is possible to

show that

Mr+i(u)       (a limit 9* 1    if r < ft
-► < >  as re —* + <»

MT(u)        \        1 ilr = l)

where MT(u) is as defined in §2.3. Therefore

Jf*(«)~ JMK«)}-1 as re -»+ oo.

This is an example of the case where re = / in Békéssy's remark.

In this case, Corollary I can be rewritten as follows.

Corollary I**. Suppose n(u) and P(u) are defined from a set of positive

real numbers and a non-negative-valued function p(k) on the positive integers as

mentioned in the introduction. Suppose

L(u) = Kiexp{Ki(loguy>(logiu)i* ■ ■ ■ (log, re)"»}

where p\>0 and (l—l)/lußi<l/(l + l), I being a positive integer, and

" L(t)   ,r L(t
M(u) =  I     —-

ü a t

(^ ■

1 (logre)1-"'
L(u)-as u—>+ oo,

K<ßi (log2 «)"* ■ • • (logm re)"'

then

n(u) ~ L(u) as u—> + <x>

if and only if

log P(u) <~ M¡(u) as u —» + »,

where Mi(u) is as defined in §2.3.
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4.4. Following Kohlbecker we remark that if Xi, X2, • • • are positive

integers and if the greatest common divisor of those X¿ for which p(i) ^ 1 is

unity, then an asymptotic relation for log P(n) of the sort given in Corollaries

I or I* or I** (except for the case £(w)~constant in Corollary I or I*) is

equivalent to the same asymptotic relation for log p(n) as n goes to infinity

through integral values. For in this case there is a positive integer c such that

Pin - c)
Pin) ^ pin) â —-

n — c + 1

for integral ngc, from which the asserted equivalence follows. We must as-

sume that Liu)—»+0O for this, since if £(«) is bounded we have log £(w)

= 0(log n) and then a term in log n is not negligible.
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